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The i'orces ckveloped by sharp delta wmgs w1t.h vee roofs at hypar- 
sonx speeds have been experunentally investqxted and theoretloal considera- 
tion i,~ven to the relatlonshlp of these results to f'uX scale cond2tlon.s. 

The theoretloal aevelopment considered the case of upper surfaces 
lield streamwlse t~id derived the ma~mum lUft/draE ratlo and correspond.m~ 
optxum thxkness (0') whwh result from applying thu restramt. SUlple 
expressxxm for both these quantltxes and their variation vnth Mach number, 
Reynolm number and surface heat transfer have been obtamed ussng a new ~'ormu- 
I.a i'cr I?ressure versus flow deflcctlon at hypersonic speeds developed for this 
purpose. #hen related to practical oruxse vehicles operatug m the atmosphere, 
these optmun coru'lguratlons proved to be unrealxstx as thej' corresponded to 
vehicles that were only lo to 2 ' thick or had very low wln~ loakngs. 

Numerical estmates for vehxles havm~; practxal wing load.~%s and 
tl,xicriesses showed that reasonable lxtY/drag ratios could only be obtained at 
the lower altitudes, 1.e. up to about 150,000 ft and at these altitudes base 
arat hau a sl@lfmxmt effect. It was also shown that for these condltionS 
the maxumm lu?t/drat ratio occurred when the upper surfaces were streamuse 
ior a thxkness of about 5O. 

A s&Jlti'uant result, applxable to wmg,s of thxkness around 5' to 
IO0 was that while VEC~LIS cifects play& an mportsnt part at the Reynolds 
numbers usual 111 tIUme1 teStIll&,, they were relatively ummportant III the con- 
dltions approbrute to a cruse vehwle m the atmosphere. 

The txperuriental proGrani;le was carrxd out m the Imperial Colle&e 
,un tunnel at a Mach number of 8.3 and two strain gauge balance& were developed 
for t111s purpose. The models were sharp deltas with vee roofs and incluued 
two thu&nesses, two aspect ratios, flat-bottomed, caret and twIsted shapes 
v,hlch were tcstea at Reynolds numbers of 0.9 x IO' to 3.5 x IO' . 

The/ 
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The results agreed with theoretxal estuaates to within the estimated 
experimental accuracy. The lift of the flat wrngs was seen to be closely 
predicted by the two-dimensional oblique shock equations assuming each surface 
to be part of an infinite unswept plane, the difference being the order of 
J-.!$a as predicted by Babaev for almost slmilsr condltxons. The loss of lift 
with leating edge shock detachment was seen to be small. 

Within the margin of un!e~owns, the skin frxtlon was adequately 
predicted by strip theory and the intermedaate enthalpy method. There was 
some evidence of transltlon on a flat-bottomed wing which was not so evzdent 
on a similar wing of lower aspect ratlo, an apparent ancrease of transition 
Reynolds number with increasing sweep. There was also evidence of viscous 
effects on the caret wings and on the twzsted Wang. 

At the Reynolds numbers of the tests there was little to choose be- 
tween the three different cross-sectlonsl shapes an terms of maximum lift/drag 
ratlo. The caret and twIsted wrngs developed their maxzmum lift/drag ratio 
at a higher value of lift coefficient whhlch is advantageous for cruxe vehxles 
in the atmosphere, and this benefit would be expected to remain at the appro- 
prlate full. scale Reynolds numbers , at least in the case of the caret wing. 
The twisted wing had Its centre of pressure QC further forward - also advanta- 
geous - and a more useful cross-sectional area dxtrlbutlon. 

The experlniental results also substantzated the theoretxxl estimates 
of optimum thickness with streamwIse upper surfaces (8') for the oondltlons 
of the tests. 
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Notation 

speed of sound 

base pressure ratio, see equation (2.8) 

constant in Sutherland viscosity law 

constant in sim lified viscosity law, 
see equations P B.9) and (B.lO) 

drag coeffxient, 
D 

0-5~ "', P S va 

pressure coefficient, 
P - pa0 

0.5 Y MP p m so 

lift coefficient, 
L 

*at3 

0.5 Y “i P-S 

ratlo of surface areas, see equation (B.13) 

constant related to surface coolmg, see 
equations (B.15)snd (B. 17) 

[ H(Y; I),9 , 
see equation (B.21) 

skS1 friction parameter, see equation (B.31) 

lift, 

overall length of vehicle 

Mach number 

power III vucosity laps, see equation (B.9) 

pressure 

ratio of dynamic pressures %2...T.2.. 

fL"p_ 

‘e Reynolds number 

R 
ei 

Reynolds number based on unit length 

S/ 
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v val 3 
volume parameter - sometimes - 

s3'P s 

autance aft of leading edge 

mc~donce of wing centre-line, see Appendix A and 
P1g. 4.1 

wing semz-thxzkness angle, see Appendix A 

ratlo of specifx heats, taxen as 1.4 

flow deflectvx angle 

wing thickness angle 

wint thxkness angle for maximum lift/drag ratlo 
with upper surfaces st'reamwxe 

vlscoslty 

density 

relative dens&y 

surface skin frxtxon 

leading edge interaction parameter, see equation(2.1) 
w L 

wng loading, - = - 
s s 

Suffues 

B base 

II bag 

F total skin friction 

f local skin frlotlon 

L lower surface 

8 based on vehicle length 

S standard 

u upper surface 
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msx 

8’ 

at wall 

adzabatic recovery at wall 

distance from leading edge 

free stream 

lower surface ~71th upper surface streamwise 

at deflection equal to half thickness angle 

based on intermediate temperature defined by 
eqmtion(B.15) 

optimum values 

msximum obtainable at any incidence 

msxmum with upper surface streamwise 
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I. Introauction 

The work described in this report was carried out at the Imperial 
College of Science and Technology on an hPL sponsored research programme 
aimed at measuring the forces on lifting bodies in the gun tunnel. It was 
thought desirable to restrict the measurements to a small area of what was 
otherwise a rather large field of possible configurations and so attention was 
concentrated on two related topics which have recently aroused considerable 
interest in this country, namely hypersonic cruise vehloles (Befs i-4) and 
wave-rider desqps (Refs. 5-15). Various estimates for one or the other of 
these can be found in the literature (Refs. 16-22). 

Hypersonic liftin& vehicles can be roughly divided into those in 
which lift IS used only transiently as a control, as on lifting re-entry 
vehicles (e.g. Ref. 23), and those 111 which a proportion of the weight is borne 
by aerodynamic means in an equilibrium condition, such as cruise vehicles. 
The forner ere characterised by very high Mach numbers, high incidence and hzgh 
heating rates, low Reynolds numbers and low lift/drag ratios, large amounts of 
blunting and the possibility of significant variations of aerodynamic charaoter- 
zstics arising from non-equilibrium, dissociation and possibly ionisation 
effects. The provuzon of volume 1s not usually a problem. 

Among cruise vehicles there is a division between the lower speeds 
where the mqorlty of the weleht is borne by aerodynamic means and air breath- 
in& engines are possible and. hi&her, near orbital speeds where only a fraction 
or' the lift IS aerodynamic, The test Mach number of 8.3 implied the former 
of the two above alternatives and the latter has not been explicitly examined, 
though it is not difficult to read from one to the other in some oases. These 
lower speed vehicles operate at comparatively high Reynolds numbers, high lift/ 
drag ratios and low incldenoes and can have effectively sharp leacimg edges 29. 
The main aerodynamic problems 818 those of providsng adequate lift and volume 
at reasonable lift/drag ratios. 

Cruise vehicles can be further sub-divided into rnterferenoe and non- 
interference designs, a typical example of the former being the flat delta wing 
with underslung half-cone (e.g. Ref. 34). These shapes compare favourably with 
the merged configurations such as wave riders at Mach numbers below about 8 but 
begin to lose this advantage as Kach number is increased and require increasing- 
ly complicated shapes U-I order to derive the full benefits available (Refs. 24-27 
These shapes have not been investigated. 

The particular obJect of the present work therefore, was to study the 
factors affecting the performance of hypersonic lifting cruise vehicles of the 
merged wing-body type. These bodies are included in the designation 'wave- 
riders' which can be applied to any bodies with nominally attached leading edge 
shocks including interference designs. 

2. Lift Drag Performance of Delta Wing Cruise Vehicles 

2.1 General 

An analysis has been carrxed out on sharp, flat-bottomed or caret 
delta wulgs with vee roofs and attached leadlng edge shocxs. The ObJect has 
been to find the conditions giving the highest value of lift/drag ratio with 
reasonable volume and wing loading, to investigate the chsractefistzcs of these 
wines in the atmosphere and to obtain an indication of the relevance of tunnel 
tests to free flight conditions. 

‘1. 

2.2/ 
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2.2. Analysis 

2.2.1 Assumptmns 

WU-IP shape 

The bnslc shape considered in this section is a flat-bottomed delta 
with a vee roof. A delta was chosen as being representative of the sort of 
shape that would be practxal as a cruise vehxle smc.e low speed hand.llng and 
L~UISWILC st,Llllty are as essential as good hypersonic performawx. Smce the 
theory used herein assumes an average pressure over each surface equal to the 
two-dlmenslonal oblique shock pressure applied to a streamwise section, the 
basic equations are equally applwable to caret wings and, with an appropriate 
change of a numerxal constant, to wave-rider alngs of any planform, provided 
leading edge shock attachment IS maintmed. 

The assumption of sharp leading edges should not be a severe limlta- 
tlon. Some calculations presented in Ref. 28 show typical leading edge radii 
of one or two inches III the range of speeds and heights of m&rest to cruise 
vehicle design and Capey2Y shows that If prov~slon is made for heat conduction, 
the leading edge can be made arbi.trarlly sharp. Add_ltionaUy, Ref. 31 shows 
that for h&iLy swept edges, even quite large amounts of blunting have only a 
small effect on the lrft/drag ratio. 

Flow conditions 

Air is assumed to behave as a perfect gas and the entire boundary 
layer flow is assumed laminar. For the 203 ft vehicle in the atmosphere for 
which numerical calculations have been made, the average Reynolds number is of 
the order of 40 x IO* and the assumption of completely laminar flow is probably 
optimistx. Information on transition at hypersonx speeds is sparse and there 
are known variations between different tunnels and between tunnel and free flight. 
From some recent free flight measurements on a caret wmg, Pxken and Greenwood43 
obtained a maximum transztion Reynolds number of 8 x 10s at a Mach number of 3. 
With the known tendency of transltlon Reynolds number to increase with Mach 
number, the above assumption may not be unpossible but the positron of transltlon 
must remam one of the largest unknowns especially when the possible effects of 
blunting and sweep are mcluded. 

Leading edge interaction has been assumed negligible. Cooke in Ref. 18 
gzves the following crAterion for interaction to affect less than 5$ of a delta 
surface 

MS 

x6=zF < 
0 22 

e6 
where M = Mach number 

R 
e6 

= Reynolds number 

based on overall length. 

For a 200 ft vehxle at Mach 10 and 100,000 ft x6 = 0*07 and hence 
the above assumption 1s likely to be adequate. 

Theoretical/ 
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The avera;;e pressure on each plane sud’ace h&s Leun ~SSUILW~ to be 
gven by tile Lwo-au~nsxx~I. oblique shock equatxrls, assumm~ the su.r.fa~e to 
be part of an mf'mlte unswept plane. Rabaev37 h as solved the problem of 
flow over sucn sur~'aces numerically, and has d.elnonstrztxd that for the sweep 
ankles considered (O"-boo), the loss of average pressure from the Z- D value 
is only 2-476 up to an uxldence of.21" on the pressure surface, and less than 
2.53 up to -7O inc~dience on the suctmn surfaces at a Mach number of 4 to 5. 

The pr'esent experLmtnta1 results tena to confJ.rm that the approprJ.-tt: 
f'~gurc for the hi&her M&h numbers and sweep angles of these tests, is also 
less than 5 3. The lu"t/drag ratlo IS rather insensitive to small variations 
UI the assumed pressure. 

Strq theory h&s been used in calculatmi, the lamlnar skin fnctlon, 
c~~~~~~& that each streaLwise strip beilaved 8s a sharp ilxt p1rxt.o at zero in- 
claence and vulLh free stream condltuxw equal to those after the oblique shocic. 
NO allowance has been wade for bou‘dary layer displacement IID the a>proxu:ate 
uevelopment of thu sectun. (tioundary 1 y a er duplncenent 1s rncluded in the 
cor~paratlve theoretxal results of Section 3). 

Other ~ssunotu~ns 

Since maxii;lum llft/dra,g ratlo 1s achleveu vith a wln& of zero thick- 
ntss, another form of optunun must be sought If one wants a practxal vehicle. 
A maxunuu III lxft/drag ratlo versus thu%cness other than zero thicluxss, can 
be obtained by lucmg the incidence of the upper surface at some approprute. 
value. A convernent value is zero, 1.e. the upper surfaces are held streamwxe 
and the resulting relatlonshlp between the L/D for thu condition and the 
L/D for any thwlaess snd inczdence 1s shown schematxcally ~fl FIGS. 2.1 and 2. 
the approprute equations being given zn Appenollx A. ' If a negat2.ve upper surf 

2.2.2 TllWX~ 

A full derlvatlon of the theory 1s tlven XI Appendix B, it berg 
;~ven only .m outline here. Pressure versus flow deflectIon was obtaned, is 
shown XI Ref. /2 i'roa~ 'we expression 

( ; - I> = yM6 + I.1 (a)* I5 *'- (2.1) 

(0 

For the case of upper surface streanvuse, all pressure forces are 
generated on the lower surface whose lnclderlce is equal to the thickness ,n,le 
e . For slender wings the normal force IS nearly equal to the lift force ai%? 
hence with equation (2.1) above, 

28 

cL n -ii + '*5M 

Oli.5 en*i5 . . . (2.2) 

for y = l-4 
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It is shown s.n Appendix B (equation(B.26a)and equation (2.6) below) 
that the sti friction on any surface can be exnressed by 

For slender wings the rates of change of Pressure with incidence of 
upper and lower surfaces are nearly equal in magnitude and opposite in sign 
and therefore so also is the rate of change of skin friction. Hence total Skin 
friction is approzurtitely invariant with wing xncidence at fixed thiokcess. 

Usmg the Blasius solution of the lalnlnar boundary layer on a flat 
plate with cero pressure gradient, the reference temperature method f Ref. 39 
and performing the necessary integration for the triangular Planform '19 the 
total skin friction drag becomes, -- 

cDF 
= 1.778, (EL + $1 

e3 
L 

where upper and lower surfaces are taken at e/2 mcdence, and 
p u: 

QS is - ;s L' and. A 

tau: 

upper and lower surface area/S respectively, 

T *, l-n 
and F3 

= (,I 
"* (2.5) 

where n is the exponent in the assumed power relationship between temperature 
and viscosity and can be found for sny temperature range, by using Sutherland~s 
law. T*, the intermediate temperature can be incorporated in a parameter H 
which only varies over narrow limits (0.7 to 0.8) as the wall temperature varies 
from statz to adlabatx wall temperature, 1.e. as the cooling varies from lOC?$ 
to zero. 

After some manipulation, given 111 Appenduc B, the total skin friction 
dra& IS, 

1’77 (EL + %) 119 

cDF 
-.- (2.6) 

and from a graphical solution u,slng the exact relation for the pressure rise 
through -in oblique shock 

Ps 

( ) 

un 
- 

pea 
= 1 +; ym + o-0485 (Me)i’7’ ‘** (2.7) 

where, for the condition given by the suffix s the flow deflection angle 6 
is half the thickness angle B . 

In conszterm& the lxft/drag ratio, It 1s easier to treat the reci- 
procal, 1.e. drag/hft ratlo. Frown Appendix B. 
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“D 1.77(x, + Eu)hP+n) [I + 0.3J(Me) + o-a6a(Me)i'771 
= 0 + 

cL A--- J e.oL [2't3M + i*5(Ma)g'151 

where 

f, (Ma') = K(Mt3') 

W!lCE 
1*77(% + $) M @+n) 

K = 

. . . (2.4) 

*-* (2.10) 

The sslutlon to eajmkon (2.9) IS, 

the flight 0~‘ 
(2.8) and solvmg 

0’ - M” 07R for n = O-76 *** (2.13) 

and/ 
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for n=D76, o-* (2.14) 

2.3 Numerical lllustratmn 

The theory of SectIon 2.2.2 has been Illustrated by applying it to 
a delta wing x.n the atmosphere. Values have been obtained for the optzmum 
thxlcness, 8' together with the corresponding lift/drag ratios and wing 
loadin&s. 

The results cover heights from 75,000 to 200,000 ft and Mach numbers 
from 5 to 20. A 200 ft long vehxle has been used as was done in Ref. 19. 
The heat transfer parameter, H , was taken as O-75, a value representative of 
the condltlon half way between the ad1abat.x wall condition and lOO,z cooling 
(Tyi = T,, - Atmospherx data were obtained from Ref. 41. 

Fig. 2.3 &~ves the results for the optimum thxkness angle 0', 
versus Mach number and altitude and Fig. 2.4 gives the corresponding lift/drag 
ratios and wmg loadinzs. 

Some interestmg points emerge. The optimum thickness angles are 
extremely small, except at very high altitudes. The wing loadinks COrreSFOnd- 
In,- to 8' are xnposslbly small except at low altitudes and high Mach numbers. 
It is evident. that the optxnua (@I) vehzcle is not a practxal design and that 
wng lo&i.ng 1s a maJor factor. 

This bemg so, some calculations were performed to l1lustrat.e the 
performance of non-optimum vehxles (but St111 with upper surfaces streamwxe), 
having practxal wing loadings. Llft/d.rag ratios corresponding to the range 
of wink loadings from 20 to 90 lb/sq ft are given versus height for Mach number 
of 5, 10 and 15 an Figs. 2.5 (a),(b) and (c) res eotlvely. The corresponding 
thxlcness a@es are plotted m FAGS. 2.6 (a),(b P and (c). The lift/drag 
ratios are given both for the case of zero base drag and for a base drag coxes- 
pending to a base pressure equal to half the free stream static pressure. 

If a lift/drag ratlo of 5 u arbltrarlly taken as a minunum, then 
tne usable area of the flzght spectrum IS reduced to the lower altitudes. The 
following table shows the posltlon with base drag included 

I 1 Maximum altitude for L/D (x 5 

k.ng loadulg 
M=5 M = 10 M = 15 

I I I 

20 lb/sq ft 110,Lo0t't 150,000ft 170,000ft 

90 lb/sq ft 50,000 rt 112,ooGft 125,oooft 
L 

Figs. 2.5 clearly show the considerable effect of base drag, especl- 
ally UI the area of mterest, 1.e. low altitudes, moderate Mach numbers and 
high lift/drag ratios. Base drag must rank as one of the ma,jor uncertamtxs 
m estlmatmg lift/drag ratlo. 

The/ 
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The results also show that the ~clus~on of base drag produces little 
chanbe 113 the thxkness &@e for ~ilaxxxum llft/dra& ratlo, thus substantlatug 
an ~ssm~tum i.x&e in Sectmn 2.2 an& Appendix U. 

Results for constart Lhxkness angles of 60 scud IO0 have been extrao- 
ted A-OIJ the fi&ures jlld are given m Fig. 2.7. The lift/drag ratios 
achzved dtpend mamly on the tl-iukr,ess and secondly on the Mach n"r,ber. Alti- 
tak, o.ni h+nc~ Reynolds n~moer, has little effect except on wing lo&,dmG. This 
3.5 'okCaUse tl?E: thlclulebs angles are well away from the opt3.mm an& hence tlie 
Skein fruztz.on drzg 1s small in c~mparuon with the pressure drag. 

2.4 Analytxal resells and deductions 

2.4.1 Relat~o~shlp of upper surface streamwue condltlon to <enera case 

The UXXX~DIUB lift/drag rdtlo 1s evxkntly achieved with a wed&e of sero 
thlchlesc at an u~c~aence determmed by the skrn ffrlctron, (see xppendur d and 
Figs. 2.1 ala 2.2). 'The upper surface is at a negatzve ankle equal to the 
lo#er surface flow deflection angle whloh 1s usually small (say, $0 to 20) for 
irsctrcal Reynolds numbers. 
the ~~X~DIULII L/D 

As thickness, and hence volume, IS mtrodilceu, 
1s reduced oontuuously while the lorver surface mcxience 1s 

Incre,,sed, cad timt of the upper surface becomes less negative until, ataln 
i'oi" practXa1 ReWynolds nJmiiers, it becomes streamwue as the lower surface raacl:es 
about 5O. For Greater thxkness angles, the optimum condltlon corresponds to 
slightly posltlve values of the upper surface lncldence. Taking the upper sur- 
:',ce streamwlsc condition as constant u1 thu report has mtroduced an o$unua 
tlucaess 8' and corres~oild~~~g maximum lift/drag ratlo, Ir&th the L/D fallhx 
to zero as the thxkness sx~d incuknoe fall to sero. For thxcknesses creatar 
than 8' ) the absolute L/n ma.x has been slightly underestxnated vrlth the optl- 
IXIXI lncxdence 5emg sllgktly greater below about 5' and slightly loner above it. 

2.4.2 Su.&ficance of 0' 

IProm the N~WLO~KU standpomt, 
h,ve nc effect on the lift/drag ratlo, 

negative upper surface mo~&~nce would 
thus reducing the volume for no &ain. 

In practxe, the upper surface is capable of, but less efflclent at, pro~~cmg 
ilit than the lower surf'ace and thus the optimum thickness 8' may be rcgaraed 
as 2 l'omt of dunmishin; returns below &I& the gaul u1 L/D 1s not worth the 
loss or volums. ut cl', numerxal results show that the viscous drag 1s 
approxrnstely equal to the Tressure drag. 

Simple expresszons have been obtained for 0' and the cor~eSpo~dm~ 

L/D 9 
Glti%s. 

en~oling theu value to be obtained quc:kly for any partxular con- 
Whzle practical oruse vehxles would be manly well away from these 

optimum conditions, thu does not apply to tunnel tests or to tests of SmSJl 
models III the atmosphere. The relative importance and effect of SeVeral of 

the vJI-ables 1s different, depending on whether the case being consukred 1s 
IEW or far from 0' , and d knowledge of 8' 1s helpful ~II makmE any cornpar=- 
sons or cxtrap01at10ns. 

For example, the curves of Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 show the position for a 
typxal veiucle of 200 ft length 1~1 the atmosphere. Optimum thicknesses are 
entirely ruled out 5.n thu case, manly due to mStif'Ei'clent wing loadmg. In 
the small area of very h&l Mach number and low altitude where th.e wing loading 
1s adequate, 0' =S ruled out due to lnsuffxzent volume, (thuknesses of 1' 
to 20). 

The/ 
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The prov.~sion of adequate w.ng loadings has the effect of moving 
the pomt of operation well awaJ from 8' . Viscous effects become consider- 
ably less unportsnt while thxk,lass an&es, which are now reasonable, become 
01‘ primary unportance. Thus, comparisons made ctt or near 8' oecome entre- 
ly different when transposed to the x-ion of practrcal operation. This 
change is particularly unportant since many tunnel tests are performed near 
8 , ( fs.6. a 6' thick vehxle 111 a wind tunnel would be operating at its 
OytlmULl, 8' condition at a Reynolds number of 2.5 x 10' whx& at full scale m 
the stmosphere the relevant value of 8' would be < P). 

2.4.3 Deductions fro:~ previous analysis 

The spectrum of practs.cal operation is covered by Figs. 2.5 and 2.6. 
bc~~easm& Mach number at constant wing loadmg and altitude reduces the thick- 
ness snd hence increases L/D . Alternatively, the effect of keeping the 
thickness constant is shown in Fit;. 2.7. Increasm~ the Mach number still 
tends to increase the lift/drap, rat10 ihough not so markedly. Thus it is 
advantareous to have the hl&est Mach number possible. 

The lift/drag rntlo varies little pVlth wing loading. This is due 
b-artly to the sioalln ess of the viscous drag compared to the pressure drag and 
partly to the fact t11:tt the change of ease drag with altitude tends to cancel 
the change of viscous drag. Thus the lift/drae ratio is firstly a function of 
s2ng tkuckness, secondly of Mach n&her and is almost rndependent of the wing 
loading which only deterlnlnes the requxed altitude. 

In practice, the Zes~n Mach number could well be limited by heating 
and the minxnun thickness liwted by the need for volume. Typical figures 
codd be Mach number of IO, 5' thickness and 50 lb/sq ft wing loading giving 
an dt~tude of &out 100,000 ft and L/D of about 8.5 for the case of base 
pressure equal to half static pressure. If IO' thicla7ess were required, the 
fqwn-es would be 112,000 ft 2nd L/D of 5. 

It is evident that altitudes greater than about 150,000 ft are unlikely 
to be usable (for cruise) and won this height will require very high Mach 
numbers with very high heating rates. One result of this is that base drag has 
a comyarats.vely large effect, being largest at the lower altitudes and Mach 
numbers. At present, base drag seems to be a mayor uncertarnty. 

b, lookmg for experilvsntal confirmation of the theoretical estimates 
from tests perforxd m low ReUmelds numbers facilities, the best quantity to 
compare IS the thwkness for maxuyum lift/drag ratio with upper surfaces stream- 
wue (0') . This is becduse, as hsC been shown, 8' 1.3 relatively insensitive 
to the value of base drag while the actual value of L/D 1s very sensitive 
T.0 It. Such a comparison is made in Section 3 where th?%alues of 8' and 
(L/D)e, appropriate to the tunnel conditions of the present tests are also 
given. 

3. F,xpenmenta1 Results and Analysis 

3.1 Model and test conditions 

3.1.1 Model design 

The six delta wng models tested are listed below and shown in 
Figs. 3.1 (a),(b) and (c) together with their leadmg par+JlCdaI-s. All models 
had vee roofs and the thickness angles quoted refer to mgleS in the vertical 
plane parallel to the centre-line chord. ~1 were 5 m long with sharp leading 
edges of 0.003 in to 0 007 m diameter. 

Model/ 
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Model Cross-sectional. shape Thzckness angle & Sweep 

1 Flat bottom 100 1 760 
2 caret 100 1 w 

3 Flat bottom 6O 1 76O 

4 Flat bottom 60 
3/2 

69*5O 

5 caret 60 
3/2 

69*5O 
6 Twuted 60 

3/2 
69.5' 

Nominal 

The angle b&veen the plane of the leading edge and the lower ridge 
line of both caret wings was 60. For invuc~d flow at the test Mach number 
of 8.3, the shock would lie 111 the leading edge plane at lower rv3ge line in- 
cdences of 4O and. 16O and. be wlthm 0~7~ 
(e.g. Ref. 36). 

of this plane between the above angles 
Thus essentially two-dimensional flow would be expected at 

close to these incidences, vuth probably only small departures in the interven- 
ing range. Large departures from this state would probably indicate signtil- 
cant v3.soouS effects. 

The twisted wing was desIgned to have the Same volume as the 6' wings 
of equal aspect ratio and to have a linear reduction of lower surface lnozience 
from centre-lme to tip such that the centre-lme incidence was twice that at 
the tip. The obJect of the design, apart from merely testing the effect of 
twist, was to try to obtain some of the benefits of interference designs by uti- 
lying the effect of the boundary layer in spreading pressures laterally, as 
has been noted in the case of delta wings with underslung half ccnes where the 
leading edges were outside the conical'shock from the half cone, e.g. Ref. 32. 
In these cases, pressures at the leatig edges were obtained that were much 
higher than those to he expected in lnvlscid flow and this difference was attrl- 
buted to the presence of the boundary layer and a resulting spreatig of the 
shock induced pressures, outwards to the tzps. A simzlar phenomenon occurring 
on the twuted wing would produce a high pressure towards the tips than that 
s.z.;Epriate to the local incidence and hence a higher lrft. for a given lift/drag 

Appendix. C gzves the derivation of the expressions by which the ordinates 
of the tauted wing were ohtalned. 

3.1.2 Test conditions 

The relevant condztions for the results obtamed on the MK 2 balance 
and used for comparative purposes here are g?.ven in'Ref. 38. Details of the 
MK 3 balance, on which the bulk of the present results were obtued, can be 
found in Refs. 50 and 51, whzch also include details of the flow field callbra- 
tlons. The gun tunnel characteristics are dealt mth in Ref. 44. 

Fig. 3.2 Shows the avaitahle tunnel unit Reynolds numbers against 
driver conditions extracted from Ref. 44 with Mach 8.3 nozzle conbtions added 
and the conditions of the present tests marked. The following condltzons were 
obtamed for the 5 in chord models used.. 

Driver/ 



Driver 
pressure 

Barrel JvfM 
pressure no. - 

1,000 psi 14-7 psia a.3 
1,000 psi I+0 psia 8.3 
2,000 psi 95 psia 8.3 

3.1.3 Tests made 
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Reynolds 
no. - 

0.9 x IO8 
I*5 x I@ 
3'5 x IO6 

9 
Ps= 

3.05 
3.05 
6.1 

TT 
057 

1030 

740 
700 

Model and test conditions were as follows: 

wings l-6 

Incidence !I!! 4 

O-120 8.3 o-9 x IO0 
3'5 x IO8 

Wings 1 and2 O-110 a-3 1*ld3 x IO6 

20' half angle cone O-300 8.3 1'48 x IO8 

Hemzsphere 00 8.3 0.9 x IO6 
I*@ x IO0 
3.5 x 100 

T 
-2 Balance 
OK 

70 MKJ 

50 AK2 

47 m3 

Balance 

MK3 

MK2 

MK.? 

MK 2 and 
MKJ 

(For wing details refer to table of model geometry, page 19 and Fig. 3.1) 

In each case the quoted lncidenoe 1s that of the line joining the tip 
to the mid-pout of the trailing edge in the plane of the centre-line chord 
except for the twisted wing where a line 3 
as datum.@ 

a from the upper ridge line was used 

Measurements were made of lift, drag, and pitching morxsnt (ax~l force, 
normal force and pitching moment in the case of the MK 3 balance). In adds- 
tlon schlleren photographs of the flow in side and plan views were obtained for 
the two IO0 models and some 6" models. 

3.2 Comparative theory 

Details of the theoretxal estimates used for comparxon with the 
results obtained on the MK 2 balance are contained together with the results 
m Ref. 38. For the results obtained on the MK 3 balance, the theoretxal 
estxnates shown on Fzgs. 3.3 to 3.10 were obtauled usmg the methods outlined III 
S ectxon 2 but aPplxd 5ndlvldually to each plane surface and mcludxxg a 
boundary layer dxsplacement correctzon obtained by the methods of Ref. 4.0. 
The correction was applied by calculating the displacement thxkness "2 
at the trailing edge of the root chord and assuming a uniform angular displace- 
ment over the surface of 6*/C . The value of n in the expression 

u T" 

( ) 
- taken as appropriate to the tunnel conditions was n = 0.84. 

,*- T* Newtonian/ 

o- 

_L_I__________-__---------------------- 

This datum was chosen so that upper surface conditions would be ldentxcal 
between models at the same incidence. Thus differences would be due to 
the lower surfaces alone. 
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Newtonian theory was shown to be very inaccurate under the conditrons 
"f the Present tests 3t: xxi has therefore not been considered agam. 

Convcnx.nt and sl&tiicant parameters for comparing the theory of Set- 
tlon 2 with the experlcwxtal results are the thxkness an&s required for 
naxi..iun llft/dra,: ratio to occur glth upper surfaces strealwlwlse and the assow- 
eted oLDx3uum l~ft/drs~ rstlo. Applyu~g the tunnel conditions to the appro- 
plate equatz~ons, 1 .e . 

rind 

we' = 0.68&""77 en* (2.11) 

D 
M - = 1*281f"~~ 

0 
for zero base drag *a* (2.12) 

L 8' 

where K= 
lm77(Ee + Xu)M (2+4 

s-0 (2.40) 
j-j Ro.s 

e 
"L 

&lWS, 
L\ 

Reynolds No. B' 
C-J D 8' 

0'9 x IO8 7-45' (6*4O) 4.16 (4.85) 
I.50 x 108 6.6O (5.7O) 4.66 (5.42) 
2.65 x IO' 6.0~ (5.1~) 5-l (5.95) 

3'5 x IO8 5'4O (6.79) 5.71 (6.65) 

bhere n = O-84 for tne tunnel contitlons and the fqures in brackets give 
the corresponding values ti n were taken as 0.76, the usual value in the atnos- 
phere. 

It csn be seen that for the 6O -es a naximum L/D of 5.1 should 
be aclueved when the upper slurI'aces are streamwxe at a Reynolds number oi 
2*65 x los. Keeprng the upper surfaces streao:wxe and zncreasxna the R-flolds 
nunber ~~11 razse the lift/drag retlo. The condztlon for (L/D)max hn;'w?er 
will no longer be alth upper surfaces streamwise. 

3.3 Results obtamed i;lth the MK 3 balance 
(Those from the MK 2 balance are contalned m Ref. 36) 

3.3.1 Mai;nltude of s~gntis.csnt varlatlons 

For dlf'ferences 111 the results to be slgnA'xant, It IS necessary for 
them to be greater than the dfiferences to be expected from experxxntal sources 
and other unknowns. The magnnltude of the unknown errors vary accordmg to 
the psrtxular quantztles berng compared. Thus, for example, in comparsnb the 
experimental results of dlrferent wodels with each other, only the random. part 
of the balance error 1s important whs.le UI a coqarxon between the experxwntal 
results and the theoretxel predlctlons consistent errors are anvalued. 



It is possible to divide the incidence range Into three parts 1x1 
each of which the relationship of pressure to vuccus forces is different and 
from which, in consequence, different deductions can be made. These aret 
near zero incidence, at maximum lift/drag rat.10 and at the highest incldences 
tested.. The muunum significant. vsrlatlon for each type of comparucn and 
sach incidence range IS:- 

Comparisons between Absolute comparlscn with theory 
models and lncldences and data from other balances 

Parameter 
a =o" 

0 
(L/D),ax ac = IY' a0 = O'= (L/D),ax ac = liI" 

AX1al 
force 
AX1al 
force 

+ base + base 
d-Q2 d-Q2 

cD cD 
cL cL 
L/D L/D 

16% I 15% 9% 9% 25% 25% 

In the above table the consistent errors lncluds a contribution for 
base drag equal to half the free stream static pressure (Ii++ of zero lift/drag) 
and a further contribution for balance uduced surface separation whuh occurred 
at high lncxdence (6% lift at ac = 12O) but no contribution from random errors 

since the figures refer to the mean line m every case. The figures for random 
error Include twice the balance error51 and an allowance for possible 
variations of base drag up to a quarter of the free stream statu pressure. 

In the absence of sting effects, the expected variation of base 
pressure with Reynolds number is given, for example, by Ham&. Base pressure 
reduces with lncreaslng Reynolds number as transltlon mcves upstream from the 
far wake to the body. The evidence of ~ama46, King45 and McLellan et al.48 
would suggest a value of pb/po, of 0.5 to 0.8 for fully laminar flow reducing 

to 0.2 to 0.3 for the fully turbulent case. 

The schlleren photographs presented as Figs. 3.5, however, clearly 
show that the presence of tne sting and balance has severely modified the base 
flow and caused upper surface separatun which is Just visible at or = 5' 0 
for the Go wings, and becomes progressively more extensive with increasing 
incidence. In these circumstances the base pressure would be expected to be 
higher than that for a free wake and probably close to the free stream static. 
Thus the allowance for variatuns of base pressure mcorpcrated in the table of 
significant msgnltudes should be entirely adequate. 

The effect of the observed upper surface separation has been estimated 
on two assumptions; that the separated wea lay parallel to the leading edges 
and that the leading edge of the separated arsa was at right angles to the 
centre-line. Both lift and drag ware consldered and the worst result 
incorporated 111 the table. Only the high incidence case was affected as the 
separation occurred only at lncldences higher than those for maximum lift/drag 
ratio. 

3.3.2/ 
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3.3,2 Axial force (Figs. 3.3. and 3.4) 

Ktfc3Y.q to the fl&Lm5, the difference m theoretical axial force 
ais between plain tvmgs and caret wln~s 1s due to a combination of hqher 
pressure &'a~ from the greater pressure recovery of the caret wing and Its 
G'adtex, s!:in ~rlction am.& resulting from greater wettea area. There 1s also 
a com~ensatmg contribution due to a smaller pressure difference p - p on 

a 
the roof sulfaces result~g from their greater angling relative to the flow. 

The experlwsntal results show a pattern of variation as between 
dlffarent models which IS 51 gntiicantly different to the theoretical pattern. 
The differences ale more notlceable at the lower Reynolds number of 0.9 x 10' 
but ms.ny of the dlff’erencas are also present at Re z 3.5 x 10’ . Near zero 
imxence, Jt Re = 0.9 x IO' the twisted wmg has a higher drag thar the 
plam M.n&s and so, to some extent has the caret wng, but these varlatlons 
are nd longer sq,nlflcsnt at the incidence for maximum Irtt/drag ratio. The 
fact that the discrepancy occurs at low Reynolds numbers and incidence sueEests 
i bound-r: layer effect, on the concave lower surfaces. 

At both Reynolds numbers there 1s a sqnlflcant drfference of sxlal 
force between the results for the two 6O plain wings of different aspect ratlo 
at mtermecilate and hqh mcldences. At the hqher incs.dences, the weal 
force contaLns a substantial contrlbutlon from the lower surface pressure and 
s snaller contrlbufion from the upper surface suction. In order to trace the 
:Iource of the observed differences 111 axial force, these contributzsns hDve 
been subtracted from the observed values of s.x~,l force, using the measured 
values of normal force together with a theoretical estimate of the relative con- 
tributzons from upper and loner surfaces to deduce the average pressures. The 
rosultmg values of CL + base drag*are shown in Figs. 3.4. 

F 
Comparmg the results for the two 6O plain wings and recallmg that 

differences greater than a,/, are sqnlficsnt, It can be seen that the higher 
aspect ratlo wing has the hqher drag m all conditions except at low rncldence 
and high Reynolds number. Low aspect ratlo appears to be benefwlal, especz- 
ally at low Reynolds numbers. 

cDE, 
+ base drag 

The amount by which the3exper~mental value of 
exceeds the theoretical for the AR = /2 wing at 

Re = 305 x IO’ and uo=120 is also signtis.cant (> 1OO;b) and this coulu be 
due to the onset of transation. If this is the case, the figures suggest 
that transltlon 1s delayed by ancreased sweep, at least under the test conditions. 

Comparing plain and caret wings (Figs. j.&(d) and (e)) there is little 
to choose between the two for the higher aspect ratlo, 6O thwk wings exoe,>t for 
the near zero lncldence effect previous1 
peot ratlo, IO0 thlok wings (Figs. >.&(a T 

noted. I3 the case of the lower LS- 
and (b)) the caret wings show a 

marked lncresse II~ 
cDF 

plus base drag over both the plain -Ning results and 

the theoretzcal estimates at the hqhest inczdences, most probably due to 
YJSCOI,S effects 111 the streamwlse corner of the under-surface35 which was, of 
course, more acute on the AR = 1 wing than on the AR = 3/Z wing. 

3.3.3/ 
------------ _____ -_- -_-_ - --------------- 

*These values are strsctly the swal components of skin frictzon and base drag 
but ACL = AC* cos a and cos a 2 1 for the range of a of these tests. 
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3.3.3. Lift (FL&S. 3.6 and 3.7) 

Referrang to the figures, the theoretxal differences in CD 
between caret and plaiu wings are very small as they 82x58 only from drfferences 
J.22 Upper SlXf.2.W &CIletry. At low mcldences, III all cases, the experimental 
lift codflclents for the plarn w=nSs lie close to the 2-D values whale, 111 
contrast, the caret wing results are above. Thx LS another lndloation of the 
VlSC0U.S effects on the caret wings at low incidence noted III the axial force 
Z’eSUltS and this IS further substantiated by the fact that the effect III 
question is greater at the lower Reynolds number. 

With increasmg lrxxdence the caret wmg results become equal to the 
2-D values whiLe the plom wrngs fall away, partly as would be expected from 
the numerical calculatxns of Babaev already discussed (Section 2), partly due 
to the upper surface separatxcn mentIoned an Section 3.3.1, and partly due to 
leadug edge shock detachnent which would occur at about 6*8c pressure surface 
rncidence for wulgs of AR = 1 and at about 14'7' for Wings Of J!B = 3/2 . 

The values of lift coefflcznt obtained et zerc lncldence reflect 
the dlfrerent geometries oJY the inodels with caret wings glv~,g more lift than 
plain wings due both to the lover losses on the lower surfaces as s result of 
mre 2-D flow (and viscous effects previously mentioned) and to lower losses 
from the upper surfaces as a result of the greater angling of these surfaces. 
The above effects are accentuated on thxker wings, resultulg in greater serc 
lmxAence lift on IO0 wings than on 60 wings. 

3.3.4 I)rag 

The drag coefflcxnts are gecmetrx resolutxons of the axial and 
normal forces and are presented Ln PI&S. 3.8. 

3.5.5 Centre of pressure posltxon (Fig. 3.9) 

The MK 3 balance was extremely sensltlve to pitching moment 51 and 
much of the scatter on FLY. 3.9 nay be due to snail varxatxns an tunnel con- 
ditions. In a number of csses the p'ltchmg moaent (and, by comparison with 
the lift trace, therefore, the centre of pressure also) could be seen to vary 
gradually through a run. The C.P. posztlons at serc incidence were nearly 
xndeternlnate and these points have been dxregarded. 

There appears to be a tendency for the C.P. to move initially for- 
ward wzth lncreass.ng lncldence and then to move slightly aft wath a total 
nloven,ent of about I$ root chord. Thx pattern is followed to some extent by 
611 the models. 

The moment about t!le model moment datum 1s made up of a contribution 
from the normal force and a contrlbutlon from the axs.al force, for all the 
nddels except the caret wmt;s, the s.xlal force moment would be negligible, but 
the anhedral of the caret wvlgs would have produced a ncse down drag moment 
and. hence these wings have a C.P. posltvcn slightly aft of that which can be 
attributed to the normai force alone. The 6' wings have C.P. posItions for- 
ward of those for the IO" wlncs due, at least an part, to the traiLing edge 
$anes being perpendxular to the centre-line for the 6" wings and perpendxu- 
lar to the upper surfaces for the IO" WUI~S. 

As wcul,d be expected, the twisted wing gave C.P. positions further 
forward (pa) than any other wings as a result of having a larger proportlcn of 
its lift in the central area of the wmg. 

3.3.u 
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3.3.6 hft/drae rat10 (Figs. 3.10) 

The figures for ranxaum sl@f'xant differences in results for the 
drfferent models, given m Section 3.3.1, for L/D include twice the random 
errors for both lift and drag. Within the quoted margms, only the differences 
at Z~FO lncldence are s+nificant and these reflect the differences in the lirt 
results. However, the likelihood that all the worst errors ~111 combine is 
K&U and this 1s substantiated by the general consistency of the experImenta 
points. 

At maximwn lift/drag ratio, the differences primarily reflect the 
significat variations in 'C 

DF 
plus base drag' dxxussed 111 Section 3.3.2. This 

1s also true of the results at hi& mcidence, largely because in terms of 
PreSSWe forces, the lift/drag ratio is almost entirely a function of the inold- 
ence alone for the models under oonslderatlon and hence at a given mcidenoe 
only VISCOUS forces and possibly base drag differ sl&nLficantly. 

The difference between the experimental points and the theoretxal 
estxNit.es 1s less than that which oa.n be expected from the various sources of 
possible error. This also apples to the difference between the results obtained 
on the two balances where the errors appear to have been of opposite slin. 

A good curve of L/D versus mcldence can be obtained by using 
snoothed curves of lift and drag, both of whxh have only gentle varlatlons vath 
mcldence. Such curves are shown in Figs. 3.1 (a) and (b). Being derived 
from smoothed curves, their random error would be expected to be better than the 
fipres given in Section 3.3.1, and this should be especially so for the angle 
for maxxnum lift/drag ratio since this quantity would, in addition, be large) 
unaf:ecGed by consistent errors. Thus the angle for maximum lift/drag ratio so 
obtained 1s a good parameter with whxh to compare the theory of Section 2. 

The relevant estimates, given in Section 3.2 show that for a thxkness 
of 60, the maxunum lift/drag ratlo should occur with the upper surfaces strean- 
vblse for a Reynolds number of 2.65 x 10". It follows from the art;uments of 
bectlcol2 that at lower Reynolds numbers the (W"SX will occur at higher U- 
cldences, 1 .e. with the upper surfaces developmc: suckon. Higher Reynolds 
numbers will result 111 (L/D)nax occurring with the upper surfaces developing 
yres sure . 

This pattern is closely followed by the experxmental results of 
F~cs. 3.11 which have been plotted against top surface ridge line incidence to 
faciLltate the comparison. At the test Reynolds number of 3.5 x IO' whxh 1s 
close to the required value of 2.65 x IO* (L/D),= occurred on the plain wings 

wrth the upper surfaces developing a slight amount of pressure while for 
Re = 0.9 x IO* (L/D)- occurred with suction on the upper surfaces. These 

characterlstlcs are m good agreement wl'th the estxmates presented above. 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 

4.1 The experimental results 

4.1.1 Compar~on with other results x.n the llteratvre 

The apparently beneficial effect. of sweep on transztlon (Section 3.3.2) 
is in the opposzte sense to the normally accepted effect of sweep as given for 
example bJ- Deem and Murphy 49. Exarmnation of thez results shows that 

transition/ 
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tranSltion started 31x:-htly earlxr with increasing sweep but also that the 
rate of development of transition waS no quicker and sometimes slower than the 
correspondmg result for an unswept plate. Thus earlier transitzon need not 
rlecessarily result in h&her total skin frxtion and the present results do not 
necessarily contmdlct the existing experimental evx&ence. An additional 
hfference is that the resulGof Ref. 49 were obtained on a yawed flat plate 
ad the effeot of sweep on this configuration is not necessarily the Same as 
on three-dimensional bodies. 

Some recent esults presented by Weinstem and Neal 47 tend to confirm 
the results of the present tests. They compare the measured skin friction 
tiags on three diamond-cross-section wings at zero incidence with the estimated 
laminsr values and show the onset of transition with increasing Reynolds number. 
Their results show the wings of higher aspect ratio (lower sweep) also to have 
lower transition Reynolds numbers. 

The lift coefficient results for the AR = '/2 plain wing clearly 
demonstrate the very small loss of Ilft compared to the 2-D value, predxted by 
Babaev-37. With allowance for the loss of lift from upper surface separation, 
the dlfferenoe between the theoretrcsl estimates and experimental results is less 
than the possible oonslstent experimental error of pd. 

The .m=1*6 p1ao.n wing at 12O incldenoe shows a lift coefficient 
which has only 7,: less lift relative to the 2-D value than the AR = J/2 wing 
desl,lte leading edge slzock detachment whxh would start at an incidence of about 
Lb0 for the AR = 1 wing. This shows the relatively small loss of lift due to 
shock uetachment also found o.n pressure surveys such as those by Squire2O and 
Peckham x . 

The agreement with theory in general has been good and within the 
expected order of aocuracy of the experimental results. The departures from 
theory can all be explaaned an terms of known phenomena, I.e. boundary layer 
transltlon and viscous effects 111 the streamwlse corner on the lower surface of 
the caret wings@ . 

The comparison with other experimental data in the literature is 
reasonable. The only direct comparison 13 tvlth the results of Penland j" for 
the case of the IO' plain wing of AR = 1 . The comparable figures for maximum 
lift/drag ratio are - Penland's results first - 3.6 and @I for Re = @Y x IO' 

and4'3 and4'5 for Re = 3.5 x IO' . Penland's results are stated as having 
been corrected to free stream static pressure on the base. The differences in 
(L/D lniax are wltha.n the possible margin of error, but taken together with com- 
parlsons wlt‘n results on samilar, but not Identxal, wings such as Penland's 5' 
wings and the Ilo wings of Blackstock and Ladson 3' the present results would 
appear a little high. Since the abovementioned results were obtained in con- 
tinuous faoilitles with model surface temperatures nearer to the equilibrium 
values than are obtained o.n a gun tunnel, .it ~3. probable that transltlon occurred 
at correspondingly lower values of Reynolds number. These remarks also apply 
to the results recently obtained by %eznstem and Neal 47 on a 6’ plain wing which 
was tested st a Reynolds nurber of l-4 x 103 . 

4.1.2 Effect of varlatlons of shape 

The overriding impression obtained from the results is that there IS 
very lo.ttle to choose between the three cross-sectional shapes and that each had 
advantages and dlssdvantages which tended to cancel. As would be expected, the 
caret won@, with near two-dimensional flow over the lower surfaces, gave results 

wh;rch/ 



which were t-.enerally closest to the theotetxal estimates. Thelo was son+: 
evidence of viscous offectq at low incidence and at the lower Reynolds nuoJer 
on these wines and, on average, the hxher ~kir friction drnf= of the larger 
wetted area (as compared with the flat winrs) could be noticed. The lower 
aspect ratio wing showed distinct advantages in skin friction Over the higher 
aspect ratio wing, thou& this effect is probably a result of the particular 
conditions of these tests. At very least, the lower aspect ratio show+ n0 
disadvantages and hence, for the highest value of the volume parameter V_ , 
it is desirable to (,o to the slenderest shape found possible from other cons&x%- 
tdons * 

Comparisons with the twisted wing are more difficult as there is 110 
satisfactory inviscid theory xi.th which to compare the results. Surprisin(.l~, 
the results for the twisted wing followed those for the caret wing to a very 
lar&e extent and there does not appear to be any loss due to the cross-sectional 
chape. The close identity of behaviour of two such dissimilar shaped aing:y :is 
a caret and a twisted wini', supports the other evidence that such chanf,es have 
comparatively little effect. 

one aspect, which only arises incidentally in the present investlga- 
tion, Is that of upper surface shape. The separation that occurred as B result 
of the presence of the comparatively slender balance indicates the extreme sensi- 
tivity of suction surfaces to outside influences. Eowrver, the proportion of 
lift developed by the upper surfaces 1.8 comparatively small (e.g. about 8,: st 
19 incidence for the 6O wmg). From the theoretical point of view, 1~1 Congo- 
tions where the upper surfaces are producing pressure, caret wings and especiall, 
thick caret wings of low aspect ratio, show an advantage because of the an[:ling 
of the upper surfaces relative to the flow. It is evident that it will be 
possible to influence the lift/drag ratio by varying the contours of the upper' 
surface, but in general gains are only achieved at the expense of volume. 

4.1.3 Significance for Oruise vehicles 

Many of the variations in the results have arisen from viscous effects 
and as such are peculiar to the conditions and especially the Reynolds numbers 
of the tests. Even quite small practical vehicles in the atmosphere will be 
operatlng at Reynolds numbers at least an order of magnitude larger and even 
though large areas of laminsr flow could still exist., the very peculiar varia- 
tions of the present tests are unlikely to be directly applicable. The signi- 
ficance of the results must lie rather in substantiating the theory, where this 
is possible, and in indioat~ng caution in the use of results obtained under 
~lmilar tunnel conditions. 

For cruise vehicles of optimum thickness 8' (see Section2)viscous el'fecr" 
will, by definition, be important. However, even here the characteristics are 
likely to be different at full scale Reynolds numbers and it has been shown in 
Section 2 that practical vehicles will in any case be well away from this 
optimum condition and into regions where the viecou~ drag is only a small propor- 
tion of the total drag. 

Thus 'invisoid' conclusions ?re likely to have mnst significance. 

Though there might well be other reasons for preferring caret wings 
(e.g. engtie intakes, external burning, stability) they do not, in general, have 
my advantages in maximum lift/drag ratlo except where leedmg edge' shook 
detachment OF upper surface pressure is rmportant. 



A most interesting result was that for tlic t.,/isted wing. This 
showed no losses relative to the othw wings and even occasional Gains. On 
the other hand, it cave centre of pre-L. -our-e posltiw~ forwnrd of the other wings 
and it has a inore usef’tit crow,-sectional area dlstrlbution. hecause the 
~t:n*rntLoo Of suf~ic&ent Lift is a problem ~1 the atmosphere a nl@li'icsnt 
c30mprison between the win?,:,, with respect Co cruise veh~les, is the compsrison 
uf' lift/drag ratio at given Itit. In FiC,s . 1k.l the achieved lift/drag rstios 
lrFJ show plotted against lift coefficient for the Reynolds numbers of 0.9 x IO' 
2nd 3’5 x IO' respectively. For the conditions of these tests the caret and 
twisted Win@ show a slight arivsntage in that they achieve their maximum L/D 
aI a hqher llf't cocffi~lent. At lift coefficients of 0.12 and greater there 
ws little to choose between any of the winp, ind.lcc.ting the overriding smport- 
*rice of lower surface prcssuro Over all ot11er effects. 

This is, in fact, the way an which the greater lifting efficiency of 
the caret ain6 shows itself (provtding the ~w.n is not lost in viscous drag on 
tha greater wetted area, 
confficients). 

l.e., at reasonably high Reynolds numbers and lift 
Although the lift/drag ratio is a k.ilar proilortion of cot,a 

1'01. plain and caret win@, the cnret wing produces more lift at the same incid- 
WCC ad hence at about the same lift/drag ratio. Hence in a~~propriate c@ndi- 
tions, the same lift coefficient occurs at a sli,htly lower incidence, resultin,: 
in a hioner lift/drag ratio for the same lift. Althou& the maximum lift/dra& 
ratios are little aifferent, the above advantage could be significant when base 
drag is considered since a r&ret wing would produce the same lift as a plain 
w~ni: of equal thickness but at a higher altrtude snd hence at a lower value of 
.l&SfL fIra&. 

Many of the estimates of range 1,2,3,G have used values of 
L/D ofj+to 6. 

performance 
The experimental results, taken together with the theoretici 

considerations of Section 2, give additional evidence that these vs.l.~e~ should be 
c.nsily Lttninable, perhaps wzth a little extra in hand to sllow for trim, 
stability and control requirements. 

4.2 Ootimum cruise vehicleopcratin;: Oondltdons 

Beceuse, as has been shown, viscous effects are small for a practical 
cruise veh)ole in the atmosphere, the lift/drag ratio i3 virtually deter-d 
by the thlclcness while the required wing loading can be achieved by selecting 
the appropriate altitude. The resultant ohante of viscous drag due to a change 
of altitude has only a secondary effect on the lift/drag ratio for the reason 
given above. It also follows, incidentally, that advantages of performance 
derived from lower v~cous drag and obtained in tunnel tests would show little 
benefit jn full scale, even if the advantages were maintamed at full scale 
Reynolds numbers. Thus the effect of transition on L/D will also be small. 
Thus LS confirmed in a recent independent analysis by Collulgbourne and Peckham L1I 
who calculate the performance of caret delta wings including the effect of alti- 
tude, wing loading, laninar and turbulent flow and the position of transition. 
Parasite draLs such as base drag, are alsoeincluded. 

If base drag is importwt, 1-e. 3.f no provision s.5 made to eliminate 
it (as in some proposed vehicles with external or integrated propulsion), then 
the effeot of changing altitude can in fact be reversed since the base drag 1s 
reduced by an Lncrease m altitude. lncreasmg Mach number enables the dsme 
wing loading to be achieved at a higher altitude and is therefore beneficial. 

The above conoius~ons represent a Lonsiderable simplification of the 
situation and they were only possible because, for the 2OO ft vehicle considered, 
it mas poyslble to show that -JLSCOUS effects woulri be small m all conditions. 

As/ 
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As the vehxle under conslderatlon becomes Smalley, and hence 0' increases, 
80 the pattern ~~11 become more complxated in various parts of the flight spec- 
trum. 

Collingbourne and Peckharn2' also carq out an analysis, sxular in 
part to that of Section 2 to arrive at expressions for maxunum lift/drag ratlo 
With upper surface streamw1se, and corresponding lower surface incidence, hence 
thlcla?ess. They also, 111 an appenolx, consider the relatlonshlp of the upper 
SUi”faCe StI’ealllWlse condltlon to the mcldence for ma.xu~~m ltit/drag ratio for 
fxed thlokness ald arrive at the same conolus~on, that for thiotiesses of 
about 5O in the atmosphere, tne two condltlons are colncldent. 

The essential dtiference between Collingbourne's and Peckham's analysis 
and that of Section 2 1s XXI the assumption made with respect to the varutlon 
of skin frlctlon with thxkness and lncldence. I% SectIon 2 it was assumed 
that the skin frlctlon was uivarlent with wing mcidence for a wmef constant --- ~II 
thickness and this assumption was Justlfxx3 theoretxally and can be seen to be 
reasonable from the experimental results, (u the absence of transltlon). It 
follows that there 1s n chani;e of f'rlctlon drag with thicloless. 

This varlatmn and the varlatlon with chant;m{; Reynolds number and sur- 
f'ace heat transfer, were included ux the analysts, enabling the varlatlon of 
op~~um condltlons with Mach number and Reynolds number to be explxltly deter- 
mined. 

In Ref. 22 the assumption was made that the skin frxtlon drag 1s 
independent of flow deflectzon, z.e. does not vary with lncldence or thickness, 
and a fixed value of frlctlon drag was obtained from other estimates for the 
partxular atmospherx condz.tzons considered. (This lunltatzon does not apply to 
the numerxal results including boundary layer transition). 

4.3 Optimum conflguratlons 

There have been many mvestqatlons, both theoretxal and experunental, 
into the problem of the optuum confquratlons for a hypersonw crw.se vehule. 
In the present author's opinx.on, several fallacies, whxh have been conszstently 
repeated, have served to thoroughly confuse the sltuatlon. They are discussed 
below. 

Penland, 111 Appendix A of Ref. 30 writes: "The relatively widespread 
use of the non-dimensional ratio of volume 2/s to the planform areas as an 
efficiency correlating parameter, further complloates tne ls~ue and makes separn- 
tlon of the effects of shape variables dlffuult." Unlike Mach number, Reynolds 
number etc. whxch can be derived from timenslonal analysis and can be damonstrn- 
ted to have sialficance 111 particular circumstances, the volume parameter has 
no such specLfuz and definable sqn;nlf~cance and cor:taux many shape variables 
having wAdely dlf'fermg effects with changing Mach number, I1 and mcldence. e 
Although no better alternatIve exuts, Its use does more harr than good. The 
factors involved are too complxated to be correlated by a smgle simple para- 
meter. 

An assumption often lmplwltly made IS that a flet rung and under- 
slung body configuration, when tested in the inverted body posltlon, corresponds 
to a normal flat-bottomed wmg. Although thu arrangement has been proposed 
m order to shield the body from high heating rates XI low 1st atmospherx 
re-entries, It has little merit III the present application and 1s unlikely to 
give the optunum upper surface ConfWXatlon. The assumption is that the exact 
upper surface shape 1s u-relevant, an assumption which 1s demonstrably wrong. 
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A contributory factor in the effect of the shape of the upper surface 
is the mcidenoe under consideration and this also deternunes the available 
lift to a large extent, Many results are presented in the form of (L/D)max YS 
volume parameter but the lift coefficient corresponding to the quoted maximum 
lift/&W rat10 is not taken into consideration. In many ceses the actual lift 
coefficient developed is impractically small and the relative merit of dlffer- 
ent shapes totally different at realistic lift coefficients. An example of 
this is the caret wing which has similar ma.ximum lift coefficients to plain 
wits but shows to advantage when oompered on a CL basis at high CL's . 
Smilcrly, rectangular wags which, on a volume parameter basis, are better 
than triangt&r wings at low CL's due to their hl&zr average Reynolds number, 
lose this advantage at high CL* s due to increasmg tip losses. Interference 
deslbns show a similar loss of (~/a)~~ with increasing 1st coefficient. 
Becker'* dlsmlsses the caret wing with precisely the reasoning given above and 
draws conclusions regarding the relative merit of a wide range of shapes in 
term Of the volume parameter and without considermg the likely effect of a 
large increase in Reynolds number. 

The problem of Reynolds number affects almost all the published 
re8Ults a9 most of the variations found were caused or largely influenced by 
viscous effects and test Reynolds numbers were generalb zn the 0.7 x 10b 
to 4.5 x IO' range, mostly about I.5 x IO’. The result is that little of the 
experimental evidence available can be used directly for estimating the optimum 
oonfi,"ration of e full scale hypersonic cruise vehicle. 

The conclusion to be drawn from the remarks of this Section is that 
experimental determination of the effect of varlatlons in shape and of the 
optimum confl&vation for a hypersonic cruise vehicle can only be achieved to- 
tether with theoretical oonslderation at least until tests are carried out at 
substantially higher Reynolds numbers. At present, the most realistic answers 
are probably those derived from theoretrcal analyses such as that of Collmgbournr~ 
and Peckham 2* 
dence . 

and of Section 2, supyol-ted, where possible, by experimental evi- 

4.4 Conclusions 

Three-component force measurements have been made on six thin delta 
wings thought to be suitable for hypersonic cruise vehicles and 8 theoretical. 
and numerical investigation made into the factors affecting cruise vehicle 
performance in the atmosphere. 

Apart from the direct results of the theoretical study, it showed that 
VUOOUB forces would be proportionately less important in full soale than at tI#e 
test Reynolds numbers and hence many of the experimental results would not be 
direotly applicable. The main "se of the experimental results would be to 
substantiate the theoretical methods used in estimating full scale oharacter- 
Astics. AlternatIvely, by isolating the discreet factors producing the measured 
results, these could be translated to full scale. 

The results confirmed theoretical predzctions that the mean pressure 
over flat delta surfaces with attached leading edge shocks 1s around $ less 
than the value obtained by assuming complete two-dimensional flow, The initial 
loss w1t.h shock detachment was also small. The 1st of the oaret.wings was 
closely predIcted by two-d~enslonal oblique shock theory except at the lower 
test Heynolds number of 0.9 x IO’ where there was some evidence of an increase 
of Lift due to v~cous effects on the lower surfaces. 
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halys~ of the skin frxtlon drag gave good agreement with theory 
i.lthm the m*rm.n of ~nhoms arlsmg from expermental WX-OI- and base drag. 
Those varzatlons outsule of this margin indxated the onset of transltlon on 
the high aspect ratlo plain wing which was not present on the corresponding 
low aspect rat10 wing; an apparent delaying of transltlon 1~1th reducing 
aspect ratlo. There were also sqnificant l~lcreases 111 frxtlon drag on the 
caret and twuted WUQS lndzcatlng viscous effects on the concave lower surfaces. 

The viscous effects, evident on the caret and twuted wings relative 
to the plam wings at a Reynolds number of 0.9 x IO” were no longer present or 
reduced at a Reynolds number of 3.5 x IO’ . This hlgh1lght.s the problem of 
trmSl*tlng tests at these Reynolds numbers to full scale. 

At the test Reynolds numbers there was little dlfferenoe between the 
maXlmum lrft/drag ratios achieved on the flat-bottomed, caret or twuted wings 
of smilar aspect ratlo. The caret wing showed an advantage an that It 
aohleved Its maxunum lzit/drag ratio at a hqher value of lift coefficxnt and 
this advantage would be expected to remal~l or be enlarged at full scale. The 
twisted wing showed a similar advantage and in addrtlon had a centre of pressure 
posltlon some 2,, further forward than the other wings and a more useful oross- 
sectional area dntributlon. 

The results also confirmed predxtlons for the rncidenoe for maxuum 
lift/drag ratio and the Reynolds number at whxh this would colnclde with the 
condltlon of upper surface streamwue obtained from the theoretical. analysx. 

Thu analysis gave sunple expressions for the variation of optlnum 
thxkness with Mach number, Reynolds number and surface heat transfer for the 
case of upper surfaces streamwue. The upper surface streamwue condltlon waS 
shown to be near to the condition for maximum L/D for vehxles with reallstx 
wing loadings and lift/drag ratios in the atmosphere. In these contitlons 
skin fnctlon drag would be a small proportun of the total drag. 

Theoretxal estunates lndlcated that ltit/drag ratios from 5 - 10 
should be obtainable on wings of thxkness angles of 5O to IO’ III the altitude 
range 80,000 to 150,000 ft. Plam, caret or twlsted wings would be satzsfac- 
tory from the lift/drag ratlo point of view, with the caret and twisted. wmgs 

having slxght advantages for dzfferent reasons. 
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Appendix A 

Incidence for maximum lit%/drag ratio 

Let o( = wing centre-line incidence 

/9x; . 

and remaining notation as on pages 8 to 10. 

The Pressure coefficient will be assumed to be given to sufficient 
aoouracy by a second order expression, 1.e. for M >> 1 . 

26 
C - + A6s 

P=M 
'*- (A.1) 

then 

'D = 'Du + 'DL + 'DF 

= ; (P’ + a’) + 249 @’ + 3aS) + CD 
F 

Similarly 4a 

cL = -ii- + 4w 

l -s (AZ) 

-*- (A.3) 

Considering the drag/lift ratio and drfferentiating with respect t0 

a , 
qcr ea 
- +lb.&3a - + Ia@ 

aa M Y 

-i 
+ a*)+ 2&J?'+ 3aP) + cDF] [; + W] '*- (A:4) 

= 0 formsximumorminimum 

At a c a' 

Thus/ 
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Thus It can be seen that for luear theory (A z ii) ana invlscld flow 
(CDp = 0) , the optimum incidence 1s achieved with the upper surface streamwlse 

\a' = a) . The Mach number term in the numerator IS one-third of that in the 
uenomenator and so the effect of the non-linear pressure term is to decrease 
a' while the skin friction term will increase it. 1 Taking the Newtonian 
limit 01 Cp = .%s,i.e. letting M-+ a , gives J-j~ and this is the other 

limit as compared to the linear result in the absence of skin friction. 
NumerIcal calculation for the range of wing loadings and altitudes considered 
u tiection 2 show that the upper surfpoe streamwise condltlon 1s optimum for 
wings of about 5O thickness an&e. 

[ A similar analysis, using different methods and assumptions, is 
carrled out by Collingbourne and Peckham in Ref. 22 with the sane result.] 

Appenduw 
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Appendix B 

Detailed development of theory of Section 2.2 

B.l Lift 

Ref. 74 gives the derivation of a new approxioation to pressure 
versus flow deflection at hypersonic speeds nhirh is used in the theoretIca 
development of this Appendix. 
bv:- 

In the approximatron the pressure is given 

fP.+ 

\ p.¶ > 
n yM6 + 1'1 (hi6)s'iB 

For slender bodies with upper surfaces streamwise, 

l -e (B.1) 

and hence from (B.1) above, 

*'* (B.l+) 

for y = i.4. 

B.2 Skin friction drag 

The Blasius solution for the laminar boundary layer on a flat plate 
with zero pressure gradlent is, 

T 
0 

0.664 
Cf = = 

0*5pu* 
*** (B.5) 

In high speed flow, the reference temperatures method (see, for 
example, Ref. 71) gives the same expression except that conditions are evalua- 
ted at a reference temperature T* , (where T* = T, + 0*5(T, - T,) + @22 

CTw 0 
- T, ) see page 36 ) giving:- 

l- 
Cl 

cF = ~1.664 
J< 

s-q (~.6) 

where C* ma is the constant of proportionality in the viscosity/temperature 
relationship, 

Ir+ T* 
- = c* - *** (B.7) 
paa - T M 
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and 
T + 110 

c+ = m- / T' 
m 

T'+llO \< 1 

from Sutherland's law (e.6. Ref. 53) and with temperature in OK. 

If the less accurate but more amenable relationship 

is uaed then 

*** (B.8) 

wl~ere the bar dlatinguishes this velue from that obtained using the previous 
formula. 

For a trien@&m surface with conditions on its surface sheen by 
suffix ' the skin frlotion drag is given (obtained by integrating over the 
surface, etg. Ref. 19) by, 

where 

and R 
0, 

ia the Reynolds number based on conditions 1 and the wing length L . 
L 

It can be seen fromequation (B.26a) that the skin frlotion coeffxiont 
P‘ 

on any surface varzes as - 
c J 

ilP 
Thus C 

DF 
z 6" with n increasing 

pa 
with M. For slender wings near zero incidence the two surfaces have nearly 
equal and opposite varlatlon of skin friction drag with flow deflection. Thus 
the skin friotlon can be taken as approxunately independent of incidence (but 
not of thiclaess) and can be determined at any convenznt mcidence. 

If the small change due to the angled vee roof is ignored, the upper 
and lotier surfaces are at equal incidence when each is at half the thickness 
angle to the flow. With suffuc ' designating conditions on'the surfaces in 
this case, the total skin friction drag is given approximately by:- 
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where Lower surface area 
EL = 

plan *re8 

Upper surface area 

%= plan area 

Other terms are as previously defined but for conditions 3 , 

and 

c, s 

where, 

(Ref. 71) 

where 

Hence 

for 

T* zz T3 + O*5(TW - T,) + @22(Tw 
0 

- T3) 

TW = wall temperature 

"w. = adiabstx wall temperature 

TwO 
= T, 

TWO - T rr 
y-1 
-Ma T 

s 2 =s 

"P n 
1 . 

‘-’ (B.13) 

*-. (B.14) 

..* (B.15) 

-.a (~.i6) 

The practical extremes of wall temperatures Tw in (B.15) above 
can be taken as, 

= T 
Tw s 

for '10c$/0' cooling, 

TW = Tw for zero cooling. 
0 

Thus, substituting (B.16) into (B-15) for M >> 1 , 

T*/ 
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T* e T3 + H(T 
w. 

- TJ) 

e T3 

H(Y - 1) 
T* s ---. Ms' * Ts -** (B.174 

2 

where H varies from 0.22 to 0.72 as cooling varies from iOO/. to zero. 

For hypersonic flow and slender bodes, 

but 

:. 

and hence 
H.(Y - 1) 

T" n 
2 

* M;T *) 

*** (B.19) 

*** (B.17b) 

**- (B.204 

where 

ii = 
i H.(y - I)-,~~ 

L-2 J 
-** (B.21) 

c varies from 0*7 to 0.8 as the wall cooling varies from 100;~ to zero 
for n = 0.76, the usual value. (n = 0.84 for tunnel). 

For/ 
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For oondltlons in the atmosphere, the effect of altitude can be 
more clearly seen by writing the Reynolds number in terms of a standard 
Reynolds number taken at some defined standard conditions. With suffix s 
to define standard values, 

R = u e 9 R *** (B.22) 

"L 

Wher.3 
P 

us = 2 the relative density 
PS 

l *' (B.23) 

and 
ps as 

R =L 
e 

S 
p’s 

l ** (B.24) 

In the atmosphere, the temperature range 216% to ~66~~ covers the 
range 13,000 ft to 200,000 ft 73 and usj.ng 242OK constant in this range intro- 
duces only +2*5$ error. The appropriate standard conditions are those at 
125,000 ft. In terns of standard conditions, 

Ps ( > 
ilS 

The term - has been treated in the same wsy as 
pm 

P 

(a ) 
- I in Ref. 74 to arrive at the approximation, 

00 
P3 
- 

( > 

110 
= 1 + 0.25yMB + 0.04.85 (MB)"" . . . (B.25) 

P" 

which is valid to 5,0 for MB d 4 , sufficient for the present purpose. 

Then, substituting (B.ZOa) into (B-13), 

1'77(EL + 9 a/s 
'DF = 

-** (~~68) 

ii M '-n R 00 e 
"L 

or in terms of conditions at a standard altitude, 

'DF = _ 
1.77 (EL + Eu) 

H M 1.5-ncilP 210 
90 9 e 

9 

l ** (B.26b) 

B.3/ 
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B.3 Lift/drag ratlo 

lt is more convenient to treat the reciprocal, 

“D 'Dp 'DB 
=e+-+- 

for upper surfaces streamwlse and where 

'DB = base drag coefficient based on plan area. 

Let pB z base pressure E (I-b)p a0 
then 2.bp BLS 

'DB = 
-z. - 
Y"Pw EL 

2bB 

cDB = - YMS 

Hence from equations (B.4), (B.2.5), (B.26a), (B.28b) and (B.27) 

..* (B.27) 

*-* (11.28~) 

*** (B.28b) 

cD 1*77(s + E& M('+n) [I + 0*35(w) + oa&5(Me)""l be 
-=e + 
cL ii R i'p [2eM + 1-5(Me)Y’*B I e i.me + i~05(rde)a’i5 

-'L 
'** (B.2Ya) 

Or, for flight in the atmosphere, 

s-e+ 
1'77(EL + E,,) M("'5+")r1 + 0.35 Me + O'C&8(M6)1'77] + be 

cL li csi" R *Ia [2eM + 1-5(bie)p’is I i-Me + f.05(tdeJa '5 
e B 

*s- (B.%Yb) 

B.4 Thickness for (L/D)max with upper surfaces streamwise 

For a maximum or minimum 
D 

a - 
0 L = 0 

ae 

a cL e + cD + CD 
- 
ae L F B 1 = 0 

cL 
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It will be nssumed that the base drag has little effect on the thick- 
11839 for maxmum lift/drag ratio, an assumption confirmed by the numerical 
results, and hence, 

ae 

OL 0) acL 
ac 

DF acL 
‘L a e - ‘L 2 + ‘L ; - ‘DF ; 

dC 
DF acL = CL + CL - - 

de cDF ; 

= 0 

With the expressions for CD and C L obtained from equations 

(B.26) and (BA), the following expres:ion can be obtained, 

rZ(Me’) + l’5(MB’)a’15 Is = K 12 + 3~23(Me~)iL*-o.075(Me’)“7’ 

+ o.6c&(Me~)p~i5 + o*028(Me’)s- 1 

l ** (B.30) 

where 8’ is the thichess angle for maximum lift/drag ratio with upper surfaces 
streamwise and K is given by 

K = 
1*77(E, + +,) M(2+n) 

T’ Re lfS 

“L 

1.77(EL + EJ M(1*5+n) 
= 

E ciln R 118 
S e 

S 

l ** (B.31b) 

Equation (B.30) has been solved(graphically)* to give:- 

or 

*** (B.32a) 

‘-* (B.32b) 

Then, substituting equations (B.32a) and (B.32b) into equation (B.29) 
gives :- 

D 
M' - 

()/ L 8' 
_____________-__--_---------------------- 
t 
Plottmg the L.H.S. and R.H.S. of equation (B.30) against. (&) for various 
values of K produces a series of solutions which when plotted against if on 
log paper, produce a straight line. 
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Mi -1 = I 0. 
/D., t 

6a0K0'477 + 
K(l + 0.241~~ 477 + 0-025~~'~~~) 

\ LIgr Lo 1*376Ko-'7' + 0.6721~~'~~ 

+ (0.95K0"" + @47K1'03) 1 

Eguatlon (B.33) has been approxlrnated (graphically) to give:- 

b 
l.20K""BB + 

1.38 + 0-684~~'~~~ 

*** (B.33) 

*** (B.34b) 

or, for zero base drag, 

Emally, It is possible to show the effect of Mach number explloitly 
by combining that part included in the parameter K with that outside to give, 

8' = 
l'77(EL + EU) #-OS6 ol"' 

ii TY Rei'g 1 e-0 (B.35e) 

s 
and 

for zero base drag. 

Taking the usual value of n = D76, this gives, 

and .L 

t-1 D 8' 

whxh oonfrrms the 
hypersonic speeds, 

The wing 
obtained from, 

insensltlvlty of maximum lift/drag ratlo to Mach number at 
shown by experimental results. 

loading, w , correspondmg to optimum oondltions can be 

0 

CL c- cp = 
0.5yMgpw 

--- (B.37) 

hence,/ 
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hence, 

w = p, (ym + 1*1(tde)*'i8) .-a (~.38) 

The various approximations used in deriving the expressions of this 
appendix have been accurate to within 5,0 in the required range of variables. 
Hence it is estimated that the results obtarned from these expressions would be 
accurate t0 about ?20/, (including possible inaccuracies in the theoretical 
assumptlon8) while the trends would be aocurate to *5,.. 

Append= C/ 



llerivstmn 0: c~,rcss~ons for the tw&teu wm& 

It is desired to find the dutiensions of a twlstea delta wmg Of ,Iverl 
twist that ~111 have the sane v~~lur.le as a plam c;e1ta wm,: of equal plan area 
ad aspect ratlo. With bystem of zcis, oxl,in at the rear, on the centre-lme 
of lowr surface, x I'ormrds, e upwards +ve , s.nd y s~dervays let the 
body dimensions be 1engt.h .C , span fS and trallmg edge thickness Z as 
shown below. 

x----. 

--- ZL (3.1 
_* 

6,(Y)'. 

Let the thlobess a& ttieil don& 4 = constant be 6y(y) and the hei. t of 
the lower surface at the trallly edge be $YL and upper surface SJY * r 

Then x = 4'1 
; -;j 

. . . (c.1) 

and for linear tvnst 

where 6 
0 

1s root thicmess an&e 

and 

;/here St is tip thxkness 

Also let z,(y) - 
the elemental volme at any 

*** (c.3) 

vq,le . 

Z,(Y) = zy the local trawling edge thickness, then 

plilne y = constant 1s, 

Transforminb the vanable to Y = - , dy = XY , md 
s 



-u+- 

GV = 0.3%’ lo(l - Y)’ (1 - au) dY 

v = o*m” ho(l - Y)” (1 - LY) VY 

seas - , 
= 0 4-a 

12 r 1 

**+ (c.6) 

and :. 

ZL = &[-(I -;)I -a- (c.10) 

BRIG 
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